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iTEP ...Ready When You Are!

The Benefits of iTEP Au Pair
Better English for better service...

Part of the au pair experience is learning a new language and culture, but to provide high quality
services, au pair and au pair hiring companies need to establish a baseline in language proficiency. iTEP
Au Pair, the first test in the market dedicated solely to the evaluation of au pairs, excels in streamlining
their evaluation process.
iTEP Au Pair is used by agencies to screen au pair candidates with ease. It can be incorporated seamlessly into existing evaluation procedures and enables agencies to assure au pair candidates have the
English skills necessary to succeed in an English-speaking environment. iTEP Au Pair bears the
signature qualities responsible for the popularity of all iTEP tests:
»» Specialized: assesses the skills and vocabulary au pair professionals need
»» Convenient: with flexible and on-demand test scheduling
»» Comprehensive: provides a detailed score report on speaking and listening proficiency

iTEP International at a Glance
iTEP International was founded by career international educators. Our decades of experience have
prepared us for the unique challenges of the industry today. We developed iTEP to help institutions
and language learners alike.
We use the best technology available, and our live
staff is always there to meet the needs of our clients.

You are in good company! iTEP is used by hundreds of colleges and universities as well as multinational
businesses around the world such as Microsoft, Pfizer, and Softbank. The national governments of
various countries, including Colombia, Egypt, India, and Saudi Arabia have also chose to make iTEP
a part of nation-wide campaigns.
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iTEP Au Pair Structure
Test Content
In each section, examinees will encounter content and questions targeted to varying levels of proficiency.
A Listening — 20 minutes/ three parts
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3

Eight high-beginning to low-intermediate level short conversations of two to three sentences, each followed by one multiple-choice question.
One two- to three-minute intermediate level conversation, followed by five multiple-choice
questions.
One four-minute upper level lecture, followed by five multiple-choice questions.

B Speaking — 5 minutes/ two parts (plus one minute warm-up section)
Part 1
Part 2

The examinee hears and reads a short question geared to low-intermediate level, then has
30 seconds to prepare a spoken response and 45 seconds to speak.

The examinee hears a brief upper-level statement presenting two sides of an issue, then is
asked to express his or her thoughts on the topic, with 45 seconds to prepare and 60 seconds
to speak.

iTEP Au Pair assesses the speaking and listening skills of prospective au pairs to ensure they can receive
and follow specific instructions in English. The test’s comprehensive score report demonstrates prospective au pairs’ communication skills in detail.
Linguistic sub-skills
within sections

Overall
Assessment
Level

Ability Guide
describes
“real-world”
language skills

iTEP section levels paired
with CEFR descriptions

Includes CEFR level
numeric equivalency
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On-Demand, Internet-Based
English Language Assessment in 90 minutes or less

iTEP—The Ideal Internet-Based English Evaluation Tool For:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional Licensing Organizations
Business and Industry
Government and Agencies
Intensive English Programs
Colleges and Universities
Boarding Schools and High Schools
Middle Schools
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